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By Blumberg, Ilana M.

Jewish Publication Society, New York, 2009. Softcover. Condition: New. 181 pages. Softcover. New
book. JEWISH STUDIES. Houses of Study is an eloquent memoir of a Jewish woman's life and her
efforts to reconcile the traditions of her faith with her belief in women's equality and the pull of
modern American living. Ilana M. Blumberg traces her path from a childhood immersed in Hebrew
and classical Judaic texts alongside Anglo-American novels and biographies to a womanhood
where the two literatures suddenly represent mutually exclusive possibilities for life. Set in "houses
of study," from a Jewish grammar school and high school to a Jerusalem yeshiva for women to a
secular American university, her intimate and poignant memoir asks what happens when the
traditional Jewish ideal of learning asserts itself in a woman directed by that same tradition toward
a life of modesty, early marriage, and motherhood. This Bison Books edition is updated with
discussion questions. Ilana M. Blumberg is an assistant professor of humanities, culture, and writing
at James Madison College, Michigan State University. "Tension wraps around the pages of
Blumberg's memoir, an ardent intellectual autobiography by a woman in love with both Jewish
texts and secular literature. . . . [H]er...
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ReviewsReviews

Without doubt, this is actually the greatest operate by any writer. It is really basic but surprises within the 50 percent of the ebook. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Mrs. Chelsea Hintz-- Mrs. Chelsea Hintz

The ebook is fantastic and great. I really could comprehended every thing out of this published e publication. You can expect to like the way the blogger
write this publication.
-- Precious Farrell-- Precious Farrell
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